Selection of positive comments from students on teaching

**ME 370, 371, and 2700**
1. Yes, he did an excellent job
2. He was very helpful and a great professor!!
3. Would take Dr. Srinivasan again
4. He was really motivated and helped motivate me. Thanks
5. Real good instructor ... would take him for classes again.
6. Dr. Srinivasan made sure everyone understood the material. His dedication encouraged me to try harder.
7. Very passionate about subject, slides were clear, expectations well laid out.

**ME 313 and 3120**
1. Excellent job teaching; may be one of the best MSE instructors.
2. The instructor applied realism, as opposed to theory.
3. I am an EE major and found this course very interesting. ... Excellent professor and I would recommend him highly.
4. Overall, he was one of the best instructors I had.
5. His explanations were very clear. He gives plenty of time for us to ask questions. The examples he works through are well chosen.

**ME 470 and 4770**
1. Extremely helpful professor. I learned more about materials in this class than in my S & P of Materials
2. I’ve said it once and I’ll say it again, I WILL TAKE ANY COURSE INSTRUCTOR TEACHES!!!
3. Very good personality with stimulates interest as well as motivation. Visual aids helped understanding.
4. His teaching strategy is excellent. I learn a lot in his class instead of just memorizing.
5. This was my favorite class by far. He always reviewed a bit before each class so the concepts really stuck & the homework & tests were fair & practical. Any gaps from my previous classes, Dr. S helped me to fill & have a better understanding of materials concepts.

**ME 762**
1. Dr. Srinivasan is a very good prof - well focused and organized. Pace/format was appropriate for student level. (grading and tests) ... Not easy but always fair.
2. Dr. Srinivasan is consistently a first rate instructor.
3. Teaching of Dr. Srinivasan is marvelous. There is no question about his knowledge and way of explaining.

**ME 720 and 7100**
1. Good use of course material & time for effective learning. Effective balance of professional and casual environment
2. Without this instructor class could have been impossible – great instructor
3. Will take any class offered by this Prof!!